Mass (MeV)
Width (MeV) j Table 1 : Low-lying spectrum in the D sector; it is convenient to decompose the total orbital momentum as J = 1 2 ⊕ j l , where j l is the orbital momentum of the light degrees of freedom.
Introduction
Understanding the long-distance dynamics of QCD is crucial in the control of the theoretical systematics on low-energy processes that are investigated at LHCb and, in the next years, at Super Belle, to detect indirect effects of New Physics. It is particularly relevant for processes involving excited states, that occur often in experiments. With that respect beauty and charmed mesons represent a very rich sector. An intriguing question concerns the origin of the ∼ 3σ discrepancy between |V cb | excl and |V cb | incl [1] : expressed differently, it is welcome to know more about the composition of the final hadronic state X c in the semileptonic decay B → X c lν. We sketch in Table 1 A question raised about the correctness of this interpretation because, in theory, quark models predict approximately the same D ′ mass (2.58 GeV) but a quite smaller width (70 MeV) [3] . However a well known caveat is that excited states properties are very sensitive to the position of the wave functions nodes, themselves depending strongly on the quark model. We collect in Table 2 the branching ratios of the B → X c semileptonic decays. We are interested by ∼ 25% of the total width Γ(B → X c lν): 1/3 of it comes from the channel B → D * * narrow . Studying the channel B → D ′ lν, assuming it is quite large [4] and using the fact that Γ(
, one concludes that an excess of B → (D 1/2 π)lν events could be observed with respect to their B → (D 3/2 π)lν counterparts. A question is then whether such a potentially large B → D ′ lν width could explain the "1/2 vs. 3/2" puzzle: [5] . A kinematical factor explains partly this suppression:
. A detailed comparison between theory and experiment is made in the center panel of Table 2 . The main tension 
. τ 1/2 and τ 3/2 are not normalised at zero recoil; however, any scale dependence vanishes: τ1 (1) data got from ratios of 3-pt and 2-pt correlation functions [6] . A similar computation was then led with N f = 2 dynamical quarks, using a set of ETMC gauge ensembles, with acceptable signals for effective masses and τ 1/2,3/2 (1). After a smooth extrapolation to the chiral limit, the authors found again that τ 1/2 (1) seems significantly smaller than τ 3/2 (1) [7] : lattice results point in the same direction as quark models [8] , [9] and Operator Production Expansion based sum rules [10] , [11] . 
Towards realistic b and c quark masses
More recently a direct computation in QCD has been tried [12] . The starting point is the definition of a set of form factors:
with V µ = cγ µ b and A µ = cγ µ γ 5 b. Choosing the kinematical configuration p D = 0, p B = (θ, θ, θ) and defining the tensors of polarisation accordingly, it has been shown that the leading form factors that contribute to the widths arẽ
where
The preliminary study was performed using N f = 2 ETMC ensembles: the charm quark was tuned at the physical point, while several "light" b quarks were simulated to extrapolate to m b ; cut-off effects were investigated on 2 lattice spacings, a third one will finally be considered. Twisted boundary conditions are required to give a momentum to the B meson in 2-pt and 3-pt correlators. In the twisted-mass formalism it is difficult to isolate the signal for D * 0 because of the mixing with D state due to a breaking parity cut-off effect: solving a generalized eigenvalue problem is beneficial. as shown in the left panel of Figure 1 . Isolating the signal for D * 2 is difficult because of the noise, despite averaging over different interpolating fields that belong to the same representation (E or T2) of the O h cubic group. At zero recoil, it seems possible to isolate the signal for F 
Largeness of
It was proposed in [13] to check the hypothesis of a large branching ratio B(B → D ′ lν) by studying non leptonic decays. By examining the Class I process B 0 → D ′+ π − , one has in the factorisation approximation [14] and |V cb | incl = 0.0411 (16), we obtain f B→D + (0) = 0.64 (2) . Next, with
Letting vary the f 
When the corresponding branching ratio is normalised by the Class I counterpart, we find
The ratio of Wilson coefficients a 2 /a 1 is extracted from
, known experimentally [1] , and it remains the computation on the lattice of the ratios of decay constants
. Combining ETMC data at different a and m sea in a common fit we get (16) . 
Using the experimental value , that we collect in Table 3 . According to [17] 
